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TRANSPORTATION

APPLICATIONS

· Scuff Boards

· Trailer Liners

· Bumper Guards

· Bang Boards

· Parking Stops

· Wheel Chocks

· Speed Bumps

· Ramp Systems

· Trailer Skates

Superior Durability
Known for its high density-to-weight ratio, poly lumber is a robust 

material for heavy-duty applications. It withstands impacts and 

heavy loads without cracking or breaking.

Chemical & Weather Resistant
Our material is highly resistant to moisture, chemicals, and extreme 

weather conditions. It doesn’t corrode, rust, or deteriorate when 

exposed to elements like rain, snow, road salts, or chemicals.

Low-Maintenance
Unlike traditional wood and other materials that may require

frequent painting or replacement due to damage, poly lumber 

is low-maintenance. It does not need painting or sealing and is 

resistant to stains and odors. Cleaning is as simple as using soap and 

water. This helps reduce longterm maintenance costs and downtime.

Safety & Visibility
Our poly lumber can be manufactured in various colors, including 

bright options that enhance visibility for drivers, improving safety. Its 

texture can also be designed to provide better traction, reducing 

slip hazards in wet conditions.

WHY CHOOSE RPI LUMBER?



Superior Quality and Reliability
We specialize in providing high-quality poly lumber, ensuring

the materials you use are not only durable and strong, but also 

reliable. Our commitment to quality can significantly enhance the 

lifespan and performance of your equipment.

Tailored Solutions
Our company offers customized solutions that are tailored to your 

unique needs. Whether it’s in terms of sizes, shapes, or colors, we 

have the ability to adapt to your specific requirements.

Timely Deliveries
With our efficient and reliable supply chain, we ensure that your

production is always on schedule. Our commitment is to maintain 

a steady and dependable supply of poly lumber to support your 

manufacturing timelines.

True Partnership
When you choose to work with us, it’s more than just a supplier

relationship; it’s a true partnership. We are committed to 

understanding and supporting your business goals, collaborating 

closely to ensure our poly lumber solutions not only meet, but 

exceed your expectations.
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POLY LUMBER: THE PREMIUM 
ALTERNATIVE FOR STRENGTH, 
DURABILITY, & SUSTAINABILITY

At RPI, we pride ourselves 

on being your reliable and 

innovative partner in the 

transportation industry. 

Here’s why choosing us means 

seamless collaboration and 

unmatched innovation.
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COLLABORATE AND  
INNOVATE WITH US

3110 Market St., Green Bay, WI 54304              (920) 330-9050                www.rpilumber.com


